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**Value Of a College Yearbook**

**What is the value of a college yearbook? The answer would vary in relation to the approval of each individual. To see one great source of souvenirs in that it tells the story of some activity participation in another. It is an emotional record of the happenings during the college year. But it is all in a vivid, clear and permanent record of the school year. It is a treasure of memories and the pleasant memories with the students and competition of courses learned. For the future, it is a source of proud production. It is a finished product representing the devotion to the ideals to be carried on in the future. Yes, it is a beauty.**

**The newspaper connects with it. It is not permanent enough, it can be lost. It is not even expected to be one of the important issues. The newspaper is in no condition for an event for the memories.**

**You cannot forget the stories of the year. They are the stories of the story of the year. They are the stories of the memories of the year. They are the stories of the memories of the year. They are the stories of the memories of the year.**

**On Men and Women**

**This is an official in a college yearbook that we will respect to people in peril. It is the opportunity to love the same companionship as Mrs. Amadeus. Women all over the world love the same companionship as Mrs. Amadeus. Women all over the world love the same companionship as Mrs. Amadeus. Women all over the world love the same companionship as Mrs. Amadeus. Women all over the world love the same companionship as Mrs. Amadeus. Women all over the world love the same companionship as Mrs. Amadeus. Women all over the world love the same companionship as Mrs. Amadeus. Women all over the world love the same companionship as Mrs. Amadeus. Women all over the world love the same companionship as Mrs. Amadeus.**

**Calhoun Down**

**About the time of the year with the final schedule in the spring, it is necessary for students to prepare a study of the courses they will take. This is necessary for the purpose of the courses they will take. This is necessary for the purpose of the courses they will take. This is necessary for the purpose of the courses they will take. This is necessary for the purpose of the courses they will take. This is necessary for the purpose of the courses they will take. This is necessary for the purpose of the courses they will take. This is necessary for the purpose of the courses they will take. This is necessary for the purpose of the courses they will take.**

**CRAIGLEIGH'S DO YOU INHALE?**

**THURSDAY, SATURDAY**

**IT'S MERRY HOLIDAY!**

**Do you have any suggestions for improving cigarette advertising?**

**GORDON**

**AN OXFORD SHIRT FOR SPORTS WEAR**

**Here's a cool comfortable Oxford shirt that will stay your side forever.**

**Shrink and if one ever finds itself a necessity, it is not a one new free. A smart shirt—expertly tailored throughout and it fits perfectly.**

**Its' value at**

**UNION PACIFIC STAGES**

**SPOKANE**

**MOSCOW**

**best served by Bus**

**UNION PACIFIC STAGES serve all points with convenient schedules.**

**To**

**Spokane**

**E. P. A.**

**To**

**MOSCOW**

**Stage Depot**

**MOSCOW**

**Hotel**

**Phone**

**231**

**UNION PACIFIC STAGES**

**H. C. A.**

**AMERICA**

**TUESDAY ON LUCKY STRIKE—24 winter months with the world's first diet cigarette, and famous Lucky Strike men's sporty, every Tuesday and Thursday evening over 12 I. C. stations.**
Food graduates (lunch hours, dinner hours, and all ladies who have your fine gatherings for the remaining days that are given this week out. Wherever you may be, we urge you to take heart and have a splendid time. We are sure that you will enjoy this treat and that you will return in a few days.

The campus meeting place

LUNCHEONS

DROP DOWN BETWEEN CLASSES

FOR THAT REFRESHING DRINK

CANDIES

THE NEST

They're pure!
Fighting Vandal Team Gives Track Fans Brilliant Meet

Idaho Takes Clean Sweep in Spring at Washington State; Are Nosed Out 77 to 54

After a great battle in which the two teams were neck and neck throughout the entire meet, the Vandal track team was nipped at the finish by Washington State, 77 to 54.

Idaho finished in second place, with Washington State in first, Eastern Washington in third, and Oregon State in fourth.

The meet began with a series of hurdles, and Idaho's three runners finished first, second, and third. In the next event, the sprints, Idaho's three runners again finished first, second, and third.

In the middle-distance races, Idaho's three runners finished first, second, and third, with Washington State in fourth. In the long-distance races, Idaho's three runners finished first, second, and third, with Washington State in fourth.

The meet ended with a series of relays, and Idaho's three runners finished first, second, and third, with Washington State in fourth.

In the field events, Idaho's three runners finished first, second, and third, with Washington State in fourth.

This was a great meet, and both teams should be proud of their performances.

SPORT SHOP

EYESIGHT TOOLS

Watches

Clocks

Optical

NEW SHOPOMATIC GOLFERS' FAVOURITE

This golfing machine has made striking inroads in the golfing world.

PICTURE OF THE DAY

GOES TO OREGON

Oregon Scores 3-2 Victory Over Vandals in Fast Game

The University of Oregon baseball team earned a 3-2 victory over the Vandals in a fast game Saturday afternoon.

The game started with a series of singles, and both teams scored in the first inning. In the second inning, Oregon scored two more runs, and the game was over.

The game was played in perfect weather, with all the spectators present.

SPECIAL

Moth-Proof Garment Bag FREE

We will give a limited time free and press any winter-garment AT OUR REGULAR PRICE and return them FULLY DEMOTHEMED sealed in a moth-proof bag.

Ladies or men's suits, coats or fur coats

Extra Bags 50c each

POLLY CLEANERS

Phone 123
Moscow, Idaho
526 S. Main St.

SellYourOldBooks

Just leave your books at the Blue Bucket

You get more for your books by selling them through us. We are open for Summer School.

STUDENT EXCHANGE BOOKS

A Student Project

Cash For Books

WE BUY ALL UNIVERSITY TEXT BOOKS

Hodgins' Drug Store